The present study examined a hypothesis that the right middle frontal gyrus participates in processing orthography of Chinese characters, while the left middle frontal gyrus mediates access to phonology and semantics. Brain activation during three character tasks, which required processing orthography, phonology, or semantics of Chinese characters, respectively, was measured by functional magnetic resonance imaging.Comparable neural activity in the right middle frontal gyrus was observed in all three character tasks that always demand orthographical processing. In contrast, the left middle frontal gyrus showed greater activation in the phonological and semantic tasks than in the orthographic task. These results suggest that the right and left middle frontal gyrus have dissociable functions in achieving Chinese character recognition. NeuroReport 17:1397^1401
Introduction
Decoding written words is fundamental to reading. The mental processes underlying visual word recognition have been extensively studied, and various models have been proposed (for a review, see [1] ). Different languages vary in their ways of mapping verbal words into script, making the decoding analysis even more complicated. The issue of whether different ways of representing words may affect word recognition in a specific written system remains to be resolved [2, 3] .
This study aimed to dissociate functions of the left and right middle frontal gyrus in the processing of Chinese characters. This hypothesis is based on the following evidence. First, the left and right middle frontal gyri differ in their involvement in word recognition among various languages. Activation of the left side is routinely observed in literature of visual word recognition, irrespective of the type of written language being investigated, such as English [4] , Korean [5] , and Chinese [6] . In contrast, activation of the right side is reported in studies on Chinese characters, but to the best of our knowledge, has not been reported in studies on alphabetic words. Bilateral activation of the middle frontal gyrus was found in nearly all the studies on Chinese characters we reviewed [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] (Table 1 , Fig. 1 ), irrespective of the diverse types of tasks, contrasts between very different tasks, such as semantic judgment minus fixation [9, 14] , and contrasts between naming different frequency characters [10, 11] . The association of the right middle frontal gyrus, but not the left side, with the type of written language is striking, but its potential role in Chinese character recognition has not drawn much attention in the literature.
Second, functional dissociation between the left and right middle frontal gyrus has been suggested in working memory, which is strongly related to the mental operations involved. The left middle frontal gyrus is implicated in object working memory, whereas the right side is implicated in spatial working memory [16] . Therefore, we surmise that each side of the gyri is recruited, presumably with other neural regions, individually to fulfill different aspects of task demands, such as recognizing English words versus Chinese characters. Words can be regarded as symbolic objects and it is thus conceivable that recognizing words of different languages always engages the left middle frontal gyrus. Conversely, the logographic properties of Chinese characters possibly require additional neural analyses of the visuospatial features for compositional strokes [10, 14] , which the right middle frontal gyrus is capable of.
On the basis of the above evidence, we hypothesized that the right middle frontal gyrus subserves orthographic processing of Chinese characters, and the left counterpart mediates the conversion of orthography-to-phonology and mapping of orthography-to-semantics [6, 9, 13] . To test the hypotheses, we designed three tasks that demanded participants to rely predominantly on orthographic, phonological, or semantic processing to accomplish the task. The tasks and the stimuli were arranged to be comparable under the three conditions such that any activation contrast, if observed, could be attributed to differential processing of the character instead of other irrelevant variation in the tasks. As all characters were visually presented, processing of orthographic features was a prerequisite; thus, the right middle frontal gyrus should be commonly activated. In view of the evidence that a fluent reader will automatically or unintentionally assimilate phonological and/or semantic information as he sees a word [2, 3] , some activity in the left middle frontal gyrus would also be observed during all character tasks, yet the activation should be differential and smaller for the orthographic task because phonological and semantic processes are subsidiary and not needed to correctly perform the task.
Materials and methods

Participants
Twelve healthy, right-handed, native Chinese speakers (six men, with ages ranging from 19 to 29 years) participated in this study. Informed consent was obtained from all volunteers. The experimental protocol was approved by the Human Subject Committee of the Medical School of National Taiwan University.
Materials and procedures
We selected three sets of stimuli for the orthographic, phonological, and semantic decision tasks, respectively, from the Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus [17] , which contained 5656 Chinese characters ranked according to their linguistic frequencies. All the stimulus characters were selected from rank 1000 to 3000, and with a left-right configuration; that is, comprising two orthographic components arranged side by side ( Fig. 1b-d ). For each experimental condition, 18 characters, with frequencies matched across the sets, were chosen as targets. The targets of one condition were used as non-targets in the other two conditions. To prevent participants from detecting the purposes of stimulus design, an additional 18 characters were selected for each condition, and served as non-targets as well. Thus, each experimental stimulus set had 72 characters (18 targets and 54 non-targets). We also created 72 stimuli for the control condition to simulate the characters used in the experimental conditions (Fig. 1e) ; they were figures consisting of two simple geometric forms, arranged in a left-right configuration.
All participants performed three character decision tasks and a control task. In the orthographic condition, participants were instructed to respond by squeezing an airpressure response bulb with their right hands when the presented character contained the radical (Fig. 1b) . In the phonological condition, they were to respond if the pronunciation of a character started with a consonant /b/ (Fig. 1c) . In the semantic condition, they were instructed to respond to characters that stood for animal names (Fig. 1d) . In the control condition, they made a response whenever a rectangle was included in a stimulus (Fig. 1e) . Each of the three experimental conditions alternated with the control condition repeatedly for six times in a block-design run. The order of the runs was randomly determined. Each block consisted of 12 trials, each lasting for 1.75 s. The stimulus presented in a trial was randomly selected from the corresponding stimulus set and presented through magnetic resonance imaging-compatible goggles (Visua Stim XGA, Resonance Technology Inc., Northridge, California, USA). The size of each stimulus was 1.7 Â 1.71. All participants' responses were recorded and correct rates were higher than 99%.
Imaging procedure
The images were acquired with a Bruker 30/90 Medspec 3-T scanner (Bruker BioSpin MRI GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany) using a standard birdcage head coil. Both functional (blood oxygenation level-dependent) and anatomical (T1-weighted, 256 Â 256) images were obtained in identical planes. Twenty 5-mm transverse planes parallel to the anterior commissure-posterior commissure line were collected to cover the whole brain. A gradient-echo echo-planar imaging sequence was used to acquire the functional data (TR¼3500 ms, TE¼35 ms, flip angle¼901, matrix¼128 Â 128, resolution¼2.34 Â 2.34 mm 2 ). Each run lasted 262.5 s (75 images), and the first three images were excluded from the analyses.
Data analysis
The functional images were realigned, coregistered, smoothed, and normalized using SPM99 [18] . The images were smoothed by an isotropic Gaussian kernel with fullwidth at half-maximum of 6 mm. We calculated the activation with a fixed-effect model by contrasting images acquired during an experimental condition with those acquired during the control condition using a voxel-specific t-test of SPM99. The contrasts between two of the experimental conditions were also examined (t-value threshold¼2.58, Po0.005, uncorrected). Then, a conjunction analysis was performed [19] to derive common activation patterns among the experimental conditions (t-value threshold¼2.46, Po0.01, corrected).
Results
Conjunction analysis across the three character conditions versus the control condition
Conjunction analysis was developed for statistically addressing the functional commonalities among the tasks across all participants by jointly rejecting the null hypotheses that aim to test for activation for each participant individually [19] . Figure 2a shows the common activation patterns among the orthographic, phonological, and semantic tasks versus the control task over the 12 participants. Table 2 shows the Talairach coordinates of those maximally activated voxels in the activated areas. The commonly activated areas are the middle frontal gyri [Brodmann area (BA) 46, 9] in both hemispheres; the precuneus (BA 39) and fusiform gyrus (BA 18) in the right hemisphere; and the middle temporal gyrus (BA 39) and superior occipital gyrus (BA 19) in the left hemisphere. Conversely, no common activation was found when comparing the control task with the three character tasks.
Comparison of activation among the orthographic, phonological, and semantic tasks Compared with the orthographic task, the phonological task showed significant activation in the right superior frontal gyrus (BA 6) and left middle frontal gyrus (BA 47) (Fig. 2b,  Table 2 ), and the semantic task only activated the left middle frontal gyrus (BA 47) (Fig. 2c, Table 2 ). We did not find significant cerebral activation by comparison between the phonological and semantic tasks.
Discussion
We investigated the functions subserved by the left and right middle frontal gyri by examining the neural activation accompanying the orthographic, phonological, and semantic processing of Chinese characters. Our results showed that the middle frontal gyrus of both hemispheres (BA 9, 46) contributes to character recognition. All character tasks demand similar orthographic analysis and we observed comparable activation in the right middle frontal gyrus. On the other hand, both the phonological and semantic tasks caused larger activation in the left middle frontal gyrus than the orthographic task. These data support our hypothesis. We designed the control stimuli and task to simulate that of the orthographic task and attributed the differential activation to orthographic processing of characters. Illegal or nonsense characters are often used as control stimuli to probe how abstract configuration rules of characters may affect word recognition. Yet, the present study aimed to investigate the general orthography of characters, including strokes, radicals, and other relevant rules. Geometric forms may serve as a better control because they are devoid of any orthographical cues. On the basis of the task demands, we might intuitively assume that orthographic processing, but not the other two types of processing, is engaged in the orthographic task, and so are the cases for phonological and semantic tasks. Behavioral evidence, however, has rejected this idea [2, 3, 20] . For example, the well-known Stroop effect demonstrates how strongly the task-irrelevant semantics of a word can be automatically triggered to interfere with naming the printed color of the word [21] . Our results showing that the orthographic task activated the left middle frontal gyrus provide physiological evidence to support such automatic engagement and are consistent with the notion that the left middle frontal gyrus mediates the conversion of orthography to phonology and mapping of orthography to semantics [6, 9, 13] . In addition, the phonological and semantic tasks required extensive processing of phonology and semantics of a character, as compared with the orthographic task; hence, we detected greater activation in the left middle frontal gyrus, which lends further support to our hypothesis.
Studies on alphabetic languages failed to observe activation in the right middle frontal gyrus in tasks demanding an orthographic process [22, 23] . Instead, the fusiform and lingual gyri have been proposed to process visual word forms in alphabetic languages [23] and, in particular, the left fusiform gyrus has been suggested as a visual word form area [24] . Our results detected activation in the right fusiform gyrus across all the character tasks (Fig. 2a , Table  2 ). Owing to the imbalance in visual complexities between the Chinese characters and geometric forms used as control stimuli in the present study, however, the right fusiform gyrus activation could be caused by processing general visual form rather than by the orthography per se.
We do not anticipate that character frequency would have influenced our results of bilateral activation of the middle frontal gyrus although only high-frequency characters were used. Table 1 indicated that the activation of both gyri is robust given that different frequency characters were compared [10, 11] . It may be argued that different neural activity in the left middle frontal gyrus was due to different cognitive control or level of processing for tasks. It could not, however, explain why the same effect did not appear in comparison between the phonological and semantic tasks in which cognitive control for alternation of tasks remained. In addition, the semantic task presumably requires a deeper level of processing than the phonological one [25] , and thus it should have generated the strongest activation among the three tasks. The failure of observing such an order renders the level of processing interpretation less likely.
Conclusion
By examining brain activation patterns during the performance of orthographic, phonological, and semantic tasks, the present study shows the functional dissociation between the left and the right middle frontal gyri when reading Chinese characters. 
